EEPC India has been the face of Indian engineering exports over a span of 63 years when India grew from a nation exporting just $10 million of engineering goods in 1955 to $81 billion in 2018-19 and is regarded as the **model EPC in India by the Union Ministry of Commerce and Industry.**

**EEPC India is now a full member of the France-based UFI – the Global Association of the Exhibition Industry** – and our Annual Show, IESS received the status of ‘UFI-approved International Event’ from the VIIth edition held in March 2018. EEPC India also received **BMO accreditation of the Quality Council of India (QCI) – NABET** (National Accreditation Board for Education and Training is one of the constituent boards of the QCI). The BMO accreditation mechanism by all stakeholders is becoming a game-changer towards nation-building, in promoting and developing strategies for MSMEs to participate in various government schemes including Make in India, Zero Defect Zero Effect (ZED), and Start Up India.

EEPC India is the premier trade and investment promotion organisation in India. It is sponsored by the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India, and caters to the Indian engineering sector. As an advisory body it actively contributes to the policies of the Government of India and acts as an interface between the engineering industry and the government. Set up in 1955, EEPC India now has a membership base of over 13,000 out of whom 60% are SMEs.

EEPC India organises a large number of promotional activities such as buyer-seller meets (BSM) – both in India and abroad, overseas trade fairs/exhibitions, and India pavilions/information booths in selected overseas exhibitions to demonstrate the capabilities of the Indian engineering industry and to provide overseas buyers with true value as propagated by Brand India.

To know more details about EEPC India, please visit - [www.eepcindia.org](http://www.eepcindia.org)

*The September 2020 edition of the EEPC India monthly magazine Indian Engineering Exports has been launched and can be accessed online - [https://www.eepcindia.org/eepc-magazine/magazine.aspx?id](https://www.eepcindia.org/eepc-magazine/magazine.aspx?id)*